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ABSTRACT
Cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) is a type of transmission electron
microscopy where the sample is studied at cryogenic temperature, below -180 °C in
general. A vitrified biological specimen can be examined in its hydrated native state
using cryo-EM and the three-dimensional (3D) molecular structure can be reconstructed
by single-particle image processing. Recent technological advances in the field have
significantly improved the quality of the outputs so that cryo-EM 3D maps are now
reaching atomic resolutions.
Icosahedral viruses have been advantageous objects for single particle cryo-EM
analysis because of their large molecular sizes and the high degree of symmetry, which
facilitate the alignment of noisy particle images. Innumerous 3D reconstructions have
been generated with icosahedral averaging for various viruses of different forms,
revealing many molecular mechanisms that the virus capsids undergo during their
lifecycles. The symmetry averaging, however, can obscure asymmetric structures on the
virus capsids, which are related with biological functions of the capsids. As many
biological reactions occur asymmetrically, especially virus-host interactions, sometimes it
is necessary to examine the structures asymmetrically. The main purpose of this thesis is
to explore the asymmetric features of icosahedral viruses by developing and exploiting
the single particle image processing techniques.
Human papillomaviruses and enteroviruses are icosahedral viruses that infect
millions of people around the world and cause serious diseases, including various cancers
and neurological diseases. Using single particle cryo-EM methods, the work presented
here on these clinically important viruses has focused on the virus interactions with
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cellular components, including neutralizing antibodies and virus receptors. In reality,
conformational changes on the virus capsids and molecular interactions between viral and
cellular parts do not happen symmetrically as the environment surrounding the virus is
not symmetric. Thus, in order to investigate physiologically accurate 3D structures, the
icosahedral symmetry imposed during the image processing should be abandoned to
recover the asymmetry of viruses interacting with host proteins. Different approaches
were applied to solve these issues in each of the presented studies.
Cryo-EM 3D reconstructions of human papillomavirus 16 (HPV16) in complex
with Fab molecules were generated for the clinically important HPV16-specific
neutralizing antibody, H16.V5. During the analysis of the 3D maps new conformational
epitopes of H16.V5 as well as its mechanism of neutralization were elucidated. In another
experiment, conformational changes of the virus capsids were observed under a highlyconcentrated condition and after binding of the antibody. The arrangement of the
pentavalent and hexavalent capsomers caused steric hindrance between two Fab
molecules binding on each capsomer and resulted in breaking the icosahedral symmetry.
Binding dynamics of the two competing Fabs confirmed a hyperstabilization model of
neutralization by H16.V5.
Enterovirus 71 (EV71) was incubated with a neutralizing antibody (MA28-7), a
receptor (PSGL-1), or a drug (NF449) to study the binding modes of the target molecules.
The cryo-EM analyses revealed the binding sites of the molecules, a mechanism of
neutralization, and a mechanism of strain-specificities of the antibody and of the receptor.
Specifically, the results elucidated how a single amino acid residue, VP1-145, determines
the MA28-7 and PSGL-1 binding phenotypes of the virus. The three molecules bound at
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the positively charged surface on the icosahedral 5-fold vertex where symmetry
averaging can result in the most extreme build-up of noisy artifact. Because of the steric
hindrance, only one molecule, instead of five, could bind on each vertex, breaking the
icosahedral symmetry. Moreover, partial occupancies of the bound molecules weakened
the cryo-EM densities and made the structural analyses difficult; therefore, different
methods were applied to investigate the symmetry-mismatched components, depending
on their molecular sizes. In addition, an atomic model of EV71 strain 1095 was built de
novo into the cryo-EM reconstruction, completing the atomic structures of the three most
prevalent EV71 groups for the residue VP1-145. Two studies were conducted in different
time frames with traditional and innovative cryo-EM technologies. The results of each
study demonstrate the recent transformative improvements of cryo-EM hardware and
software.
The coxsackievirus B3 (CVB3) was locally stimulated by incubating with fulllength receptors embedded in lipid bilayer discs, called nanodiscs. This novel approach
resulted in the first high-resolution asymmetric 3D structure of a picornavirus entryintermediate, also called an “Altered particle” (A-particle). The resulting structure was
significantly different from previously characterized A-particles since the asymmetric
binding of the receptor induced global capsid expansion as well as local conformational
changes at the site of interaction, including multiple channels and extrusions of the viral
proteins. Interpretation of the results opened new gates for studies of picornavirus entry
mechanisms and led to a new model that proposed global and local capsid stimulations
resulted in different A-particle structures. Remarkably, by imposing icosahedral
symmetry, an atomic resolution 3D map was generated from the asymmetric particles
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with severe local conformational changes. This should raise an alert to the researchers in
the field as to the risks of applying icosahedral averaging exclusively to study viruses.
Studying asymmetric structures in the icosahedral virus capsids required different
approaches using various programs and algorithms. Imposing icosahedral symmetry has
been simple but not using the symmetry or reversing the imposed symmetry was not an
easy task. Compatibility between different programs was also limited. To handle the issue,
therefore, we developed a new C++ function for RELION, the most commonly used
software for high-resolution single particle analysis, and applied it to solve the
asymmetric structure of the CVB3 A-particle.
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Introduction
The use of structural analysis in the field of virology has been successful in producing
high-resolution three-dimensional structures of viruses to provide valuable insights into the
molecular mechanisms and dynamics of viruses. Such mechanisms include virus entry into host
cells, capsid assembly and disassembly, and virus interaction with cellular components. The
discoveries and possibilities of the field of structural virology contribute to develop more
effective vaccines and antiviral drugs, which in turn improve public health around the world.
Recently, cryo-EM technology has advanced to a new level, producing multiple molecular
structures at an atomic resolution. Soon, more atomic resolution structures of viruses at different
stages of the life cycle will be available and improve our understanding of viruses. In this chapter,
structural virology will be introduced, specifically focusing on cryo-EM methodology and
icosahedral viruses.
Virus Life Cycle
Viruses are organized complex biomolecules that act as nano-machines. They infect host
cells and replicate inside of the host by taking over and using the cellular machinery. The virus
life cycle can be divided into several stages: exposure to host, entry, replication, and shedding
(and virus latency in some cases). During the life cycle, viruses are exposed to different
environments and should respond appropriately to ensure a successful infection. Virus particles
(or virions) remain inert outside of the host cells and endure harsh environments as well as host
immune responses, such as humoral immunity mediated by antibodies. Attachment to host cell is
mediated by virus protein binding to specific host surface molecules, which leads to viral
genome entry into the host cell via different mechanisms for different viruses. The whole entry
process must be tightly regulated for a successful infection. During the virus replication, virions
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are assembled and encapsidate the newly replicated progeny genomes. The assembled virions are
released and matured prior to a new infection. Structural analyses provide 3D information about
the virus structures at different stages of the life cycle and elucidate molecular mechanisms that
occur during the process.
Virus Structure
Viral genomes exist in different forms of nucleic acids, single or double stranded RNA or
DNA. The genomes are enclosed and protected by a protein shell, called a capsid. Viruses can be
divided into two groups depending on an existence of lipid membrane, called an envelope,
surrounding the capsid: thus, enveloped viruses and non-enveloped (or naked) viruses. The viral
envelopes are amorphous and composed of lipid, protein, and carbohydrate whereas the capsids
are highly organized and composed of multiple structural polypeptide chains called protomers. In
some viruses, the protomers are arranged in oligomeric clusters called capsomeres.
In order to maintain small genome sizes, viruses conserve the amount of coding space
needed in the genome by using multiple copies of the same structural proteins. Except for some
pleomorphic viruses such as influenza virus (1) and retroviruses (2), of which capsids do not
have homogeneous structures, the capsomeres are arranged in a precise and repetitive way that
assembles into the icosahedron, helix, prolate icosahedron (icosahedron elongated along the 5fold axis), or more complex shapes. The size of helical and icosahedral capsids can be expanded
by adding more capsomeres (3). Besides, the genome size is closely related with the capsid size.
For instance, a mimivirus has a capsid of 600 nm in diameter (4) containing about 1.2 megabase
double-stranded DNA genome whereas a parvovirus has a capsid of 26 nm in diameter (5)
containing about 5 kilobase single-stranded DNA genome.
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Structural Virology Methods
Structural virology is a powerful approach that can be used to study the dynamics of the
capsid structures. The environments that viruses encounter in physiological conditions can be
simulated and inspected by using different techniques, such as X-ray crystallography, NMR, and
cryo-EM analysis. For instance, 3D models of the capsids complexed with receptors or
antibodies have been solved to elucidate the binding mode and binding sites of the interacting
molecules (6–10). Also, the neutralization mechanism of the antibodies often can be deduced
from a 3D model of the virus-antibody complex (11, 12). Furthermore, the capsid structures at
different stages have been simulated in experimental conditions and revealed variations of the
capsids (13–20).
The methods for studying structural virology should be chosen prudently. Different
methods can be used for different purposes. For example, X-ray crystallography can determine
the structures of biological macromolecules in crystalline condition whereas NMR spectroscopy
can examine the structures of small molecules in solution. TEM can visualize biological samples
in different conditions, including 2D crystal, stained, labeled, or vitrified specimens. Multiple
techniques can be applied together to complement each other. Computational simulation also can
support cases that are experimentally difficult. Nevertheless, functional assays are still necessary
to provide biological meaning to the structural data and critical to prove hypotheses proposed by
structural analysis. The three major methods will be briefly introduced and the cryo-EM method
will be elaborated.
X-ray Crystallography
Since the first atomic structures of animal viruses were determined by X-ray
crystallography (21, 22), it has been the most favored technique for determining the atomic and
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molecular structures of virus capsids. X-ray crystallography uses X-rays that behave like
electromagnetic waves and as a consequence, get diffracted by the periodically arranged atoms in
crystals (23). By analyzing the diffraction patterns of a crystal, an electron density map of a
macromolecular crystal can be calculated. The pattern of the diffraction spots provides
information about the crystal packing symmetry and the size of the repeating unit that forms a
crystal, and the intensities of the spots and an estimation of the phases are used to provide an
initial placement of atoms.
The fundamental limitation of the X-ray crystallography is the missing phase information
in the diffractions as only the intensities of the diffractions are measured. Several methods are
developed to estimate the initial phases, such as molecular replacement (24), multi-wavelength
anomalous diffraction (25), and multiple isomorphous replacement (26). Structure determination
of icosahedral viruses can be expedited by molecular replacement as there is likely to be a
molecular structure sufficiently similar to the target virus to provide initial phases. Once an
initial model is generated, its structure factors are calculated and compared to those
experimentally observed. The comparison uses “work R-factor” that measures how far the
calculated amplitudes differ from the observed amplitudes. Model refining can be done through
statistical adjustment of the atomic coordinates to fit the diffraction data better. The refinement
procedure iterates until an interpretable structure is achieved.
In principle, there are no limitations in the size or shape of the target molecule, however,
in practice, sometimes crystals of large and complex biomolecules are hard to achieve, and those
crystals are fragile and suffer from high mosaicity, resulting in weaker diffraction. Consequently,
most of the crystal structures of the virus capsids are determined resolutions above 3Å. Another
limitation is that a large quantity of virus particles with a high purity is required to get adequate
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crystals, which is not possible for some viruses, especially, fragile, filamentous, enveloped, or
pleomorphic viruses. Also, virus particles complexed with protein ligands such as cellular
receptors or antibody fragments are rarely crystallized because the proteins are added in excess
to saturate the binding sites and thus unbound proteins act as a contamination during the attempt
to crystallize the complex.
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)
NMR spectroscopy is a powerful tool to determine the structures of small organic
compounds by exploiting the magnetic properties of certain atomic nuclei under the presence of
a high magnetic field. The chemical environment of the specific nuclei can be deduced from
NMR spectra, which in turn provides a high-resolution map of the molecule. NMR spectroscopy
can be used to study molecular dynamics that is related to the biological functions including
catalysis, binding, regulation, and cellular structure (27). The sample can be examined in
solution, therefore, experimental conditions such as pH and salt concentration can be adjusted to
resemble physiological condition. Nevertheless, NMR analysis is limited to relatively low
molecular size, approximately by 50 kDa, therefore, application to a whole virus capsid structure
is not feasible.
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
TEM has been used to examine biological specimens of the size ranging from a single
molecule to a whole cell. The basic operating principle of the TEM is similar to that of an optical
microscope, but the “light source” of the TEM is electrons instead of the photons in the light
beam. Thus, optical power of TEM is not diffraction limited (28). In the transmission electron
microscope, a continuous beam of highly accelerated electrons (30-300 kV) travels through a
vacuum and is focused by electro-magnetic lenses. When the electrons interact with the ultra-thin
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specimen, they form an image of the specimen onto an imaging device, such as a fluorescent
screen, a photographic film, or a digital imaging device. Importantly, the electron micrographs
are real-space images containing both amplitude and phase information, therefore, TEM does not
have the “phase problem” as in X-ray crystallography.
The biological samples are composed of low mass atoms (C, H, O, N) that have weak
scattering powers, therefore they produce very low contrast images in TEM (29). In early days,
the sample had to be fixed or negatively-stained with a heavy metal layer (opaque to electrons) to
increase the contrast. Negative staining provided basic useful information about the surface
topology of viruses. Many 3D reconstructions of the biological molecules, including icosahedral
viruses (30–33), were produced from negatively stained electron micrographs. However, the
resolution of the 3D reconstruction is limited (usually lower than 20 Å) and the samples adhere
to a surface, are dehydrated, and are usually subjected to low pH during the staining procedure.
In addition, the inner structures of the capsids cannot be examined.
Cryo-Electron Microscopy (Cryo-EM)
Cryo-EM is a form of TEM where a specimen is examined at cryogenic temperatures
(mostly liquid nitrogen temperatures). By plunge freezing the specimen into liquid ethane, the
biological molecules are kept hydrated in native states and suspended in vitrified buffer (34). The
3D structure of the specimen can be reconstructed by applying single particle analysis or electron
tomography (35). In addition, direct visualization of the specimen instead of using the heavy
metal stains can reveal the internal structure of the sample, which is critical to investigate the
dynamics of the capsid structures. In principle, the cryo-EM method can overcome the
limitations of X-ray crystallography, NMR, and conventional TEM.
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Recently, single particle reconstruction (SPR) methods using cryo-EM images have
produced 3D structures of various biological molecules at atomic resolutions, including
icosahedral viruses (36–41). This implies that the traditional methods for determining highresolution structures of biomolecules can be replaced by the cryo-EM SPR method. The atomic
resolution cryo-EM structures became possible by improvements in sample preparation, imaging
hardware, and image processing software (42). In the following sections, how the atomicresolution structures have been realized by cryo-EM methods and how to analyze the highresolution cryo-EM maps will be reviewed, in addition to the general introduction of the SPR
method.
Sample and Grid Preparation
X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy require pure and concentrated samples to
produce reliable results. Especially, high concentration and large quantity of the target protein
are required for protein crystallization. A satisfactory sample preparation can be arduous, timeconsuming, and expensive. For example, it may take several days, a few weeks, or months to
crystalize the virus capsids and some virus capsids do not crystallize at all. On the other hand,
cryo-EM analysis does not require high concentration or high purity of the target molecules.
About 3 µL of the sample with reasonable concentration is enough to make one grid that can
produce several hundreds of micrographs. For low-purity samples, particularly samples that
cannot tolerate harsh purification protocols, the target molecules can be pseudo-purified by
image processing after the data are collected.
Plunge freezing of the cryo-EM sample proceeds by spreading the sample into a thin film
across an EM grid and then rapidly submerging the grid in a cryogen (usually liquid ethane) (43).
An ultrathin ice is critical for the quality of the cryo-EM micrographs, therefore the vitrification
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procedure should be optimized, including the properties of the sample, grid, cryogen, and
plunging conditions (43). Commonly, the grids are coated with a thin amorphous carbon film for
several reasons; retaining protein concentration, providing mechanical stability, or dissipating
sample charge. However, the carbon film generates strong background signal and disperses
charge poorly. Modified graphene has been introduced recently to address these limitations by
providing low background signal with high electrical carrier mobility (44).
Radiation Damage
The electron beam used in TEM is a form of short-wave-length radiation that can be
focused; however, it is also a form of ionizing radiation that can rapidly destroy the biological
specimen (45). Over-exposure to the electron beam eventually destroys the molecular structures
of the sample as a result of molecular excitation, ionization, and subsequent chemical reactions
(46). The radiation damage problem creates severe difficulties in cryo-EM analysis of the
biological materials, particularly at high resolution and at high magnifications (46). The issue
was recognized early and several studies quantified the damage on the specimen (46–48). During
the Cryo-EM analysis, the radiation damage is reduced by 1) keeping the specimen at cryogenic
temperature and 2) using an optimal electron-exposure, typically below 20 e-/Å2. The low
electron dose condition reduces contrast and enhances noise in the cryo-EM micrographs,
therefore, during the single particle analysis, thousands to millions of particle images should be
aligned and averaged to increase the single-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the data. The recent
development of a movie mode in DED recording system (explained below) can solve the
radiation damage in a completely different way in which the electron doses are fractionated in
frames.
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Direct Electron Detector (DED)
Previously, photographic films were used for high resolution imaging in cryo-EM,
however, digitization of electron micrographs by scanning the films required a significant
amount of time and effort. So large data sets simply were not feasible for most structure labs.
Alternatively, CCD (charge-coupled device) cameras have been widely used for their rapid
electronic readout and high data throughput. In CCD, a scintillator was used to convert incident
electrons to detectable photons, which in turn were transmitted to the camera detector. The
procedure from electron to photon detection produced a wide point spread function (PSF), which
made CCD camera not suitable for high resolution imaging. With the DED camera, the
scintillator was replaced by back-thinned monolithic active pixel sensors (MAPS) in a
complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology that converts the incident
electrons directly to voltages and measures them very rapidly (49, 50). Comparison of
performance of the detectors showed that DED performs significantly better than the
photographic film and CCD camera (50–52), measured by a detective quantum efficiency (DQE)
value which is defined by the square of the ratio of the output SNR to the input SNR (49).
The DED camera is considered to be the most critical factor for the achievement of an
atomic-resolution structure by cryo-EM single particle analysis as it tremendously increased the
quality of cryo-EM images (46). Currently, DED cameras are available from three manufactures:
DE series camera (Direct Electron Company, San Diego, CA, USA), Falcon camera (FEI
company, Hillsboro, OR, USA), and K2 Summit camera (Gatan Company, Pleasanton, CA,
USA). These cameras can record atomic resolution images with rapid readout and minimal shot
noise (48). The fast readout of DED cameras enabled imaging multiple frames (from tens to
hundreds) from a single exposure, which is called exposure series or movies. Especially, an
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electron counting mode of the K2 Summit recognizes each primary electron and digitally counts
the electron inputs and this operational mode provides the highest DQE and fastest readout speed
(400 frames/sec) (39).
Motion Correction
In theory, maps of the structure at atomic or near atomic resolution can be obtained by
averaging about ten thousand cryo-EM particle images (51, 52). In practice, however, several
100,000 to over 10 million images of subunits or asymmetric units had to be averaged to obtain a
near-atomic resolution map (4 Å or better) (39). The gap between theory and practice was mainly
due to an imperfect quality of raw images. The imperfection of the cryo-EM images, represented
by a loss of contrast at high resolution, is caused by mechanical defects, corruption of the image
by the contrast transfer function of the microscope, and blurring of the image caused by beaminduced movement (53). The beam-induced specimen motion is thought to be caused by the
beam damage occurring to the specimen (46, 53) and changes in the carbon support film (54)
during the electron beam exposures. Whereas the mechanical issues should be addressed by
technological improvements and the CTF effects can be corrected in various methods (below),
the image blurring had been tolerated until the advent of movie images by DED camera enabled
a correction of the beam-induced movement.
In the DED movies, individual subframes are taken with sufficiently short duration,
therefore, the beam-induced movement is frozen to an acceptable level. The movement of the
specimen between each frame can be tracked and corrected by alignment and averaging of the
frames to remove the blurring in the images (54, 55). The correction for rotations and
translations can be applied to the whole micrograph before the image reconstruction (50) or to
the individual particles after 3D refinement (56). In addition, analysis of the movies showed that
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the specimen moves significantly more at the start of an exposure than towards its end (54). This
allowed researchers to choose optimal frames based on specimen movements and radiation
damage. The combination of the rapid readout and nearly noiseless electron counting allowed
image blurring to be corrected to subpixel accuracy, which generated pristine data and reduced
the number of particles required to achieve near-atomic resolution by about ten-fold (50).
Contrast Transfer Function
A thin vitrified biological molecule is approximated as a weak phase object that does not
change the amplitude of the incident electron wave but slightly changes the phase of the wave.
This results in a low contrast cryo-EM image at close to the focus (Fig 1A). During the cryo-EM
analysis, the objective lens is usually underfocused to increase the phase contrast (Fig 1B).
However, the defocusing also produces a systematic alteration of the image data. This alteration
can be described by contrast transfer function (CTF), proposed by Wade (57):
CTF(𝑠) = √1 − 𝐶𝑎2 sin(𝛾(𝑠)) + 𝐶𝑎 cos(𝛾(𝑠)),
where s is the spatial frequency and the 𝐶𝑎 is the amplitude contrast. The argument 𝛾 is given by
−𝐶𝑠 𝜆3 𝑠 4 ∆𝑧𝜆𝑠 2
𝛾(𝑠) = 2𝜋 (
+
),
4
2
where λ is the wavelength of electrons in the microscope, 𝐶𝑠 is the spherical aberration of the
lens, ∆𝑧 is the defocus. The CTF is a sinusoidal curve that suppresses spatial information (where
the function goes to zero) and inverts the contrast in zones where the function changes its sign
(equivalent to flipping the phase by 180 degrees) (Fig 1C). Usually, cryo-EM micrographs are
recorded with different defocus levels to compensate the absence of information at the CTF
nodes (or zeros) (Fig 1C).
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FIGURE 1. Defocus and Contrast Transfer Function. (A and B) Cryo-EM images of EV71 virus particles taken
at different defocus settings. The image was taken underfocused for 0.8 µm (A) and 3.6 µm (B). (C) CTFs for two
different defocus values were simulated by CTF simulation Java applet (58). The x- and y-axis represent spatial
frequency and image contrast, respectively. (D) Schematic representations of the three CTF correction methods.

The CTF of a micrograph can be determined by estimating the defocus value and fitting a
calculated CTF curve to the experimental data. Once the defocus value of the micrograph is
measured, the CTF can be corrected either prior to or at the end of the 3D reconstruction
procedures (59). The correction can be performed with varying degrees of completeness, for
example, simple truncation of the data at the lowest first zero crossing of the CTF, partial
correction by inverting negative CTF values to positive values (phase flipping), or complete
amplitude and phase correction (Wiener filter) (Fig 1D) (60). The CTF correction is critical to
achieve the high-resolution results and small error in the estimation of the defocus affects the
CTF correction significantly at high resolution. Thus, an accurate estimation of the defocus is
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essential, for instance, to reconstruct an electron density map at 3 Å resolution, the average
defocus error should be less than 228 Å (61).
Cryo-EM Image Processing
Three-dimensional information of the sample is obtained from particle images in the
micrographs because they are projections of the object molecules. By combining such
projections, taken over a sufficiently large angular range of orientations, the object is eventually
recovered (29). Depending on structural features of the object and quality of data set, different
approaches for 2D and 3D image processing can be applied. Recent application of Bayesian
method in the cryo-EM field has improved the quality of 3D reconstructions significantly (42,
62).
2D Image Process and Classification
To proceed with single particle analysis, particle images should be extracted from the
micrographs. Most of the general 3D reconstruction packages and several specialized software
provide programs do this extraction by semi- or fully-automated particle selection. List of the
programs can be found from
https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Software_Tools_For_Molecular_Microscopy#Particle_Selection.
Once particle images are obtained, the particles are aligned and averaged for 2D
classification. Different techniques are developed for an alignment process, such as referencebased alignment, reference-free alignment, and multi-reference methods (29). A general
alignment algorithm is using translational and rotational cross-correlation values followed by
peak search for determining the orientations (in-plane rotational angles) and centers (x and y
shifts) of particles compared to reference images. The aligned particles are grouped or classified
based on similarities, then averaged to generate 2D class averages. The averaged images of each
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class are used as the reference images for the subsequent iteration. Several rounds of the
alignment, classification, and averaging are performed to refine the results.
The 2D classification process can support different purposes, such as sorting out
unwanted particles or classifying particles based on bound ligands or different conformations. In
addition, the 2D class averages give clues for the quality of the final 3D reconstruction and can
be used to generate an initial map for 3D refinement. Currently, ISAC (Iterative Stable
Alignment and Clustering), which is optimized for stability and reproducibility of a solution, is
known to perform the best 2D classification although it requires a huge amount of computing
time and resources (our experiment running ISAC for 150,000 particles 100x100 box size with
16 CPUs took one month to finish one round of the process) (63).
3D Reconstruction
In single particle reconstruction, each particle image represents projections of the object
oriented at different angles. The goal of the SPR is to invert the projection transformation to
recover the distribution of the mass density of the original object (64). In general, SPR proceeds
by 1) generation of an initial 3D model, 2) determination of the orientations and centers of each
particle compared to the reference model by using common-line method (30, 65) or projection
matching (66, 67), and 3) 3D reconstruction of a resulting map by combining the particles with
the information determined in step (2) using filtered back projection or alternative algorithms
(64). Starting from a low resolution model, either generated from known structures or an ab
initio model from the same dataset, the reconstruction process iterates until the resulting model
does not improve in resolution. Various packages for generalized single particle analysis have
been developed with slightly different algorithms and approaches, many of them producing
atomic resolution maps (68). A list of the general packages, including SPIDER(69), EMAN(70),
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BSOFT(71), IMAGIC(72), SPARX(73), XMIPP(74) and RELION(62), can be found from
(https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Software_Tools_For_Molecular_Microscopy#General_packages).
SPR is an inverse process as it uses the back-projection method to construct a final
structure. The main problem of the process is the determination of the five parameters that define
the orientations (relative Euler angles , , and ) and origins (x and y shifts) of each particle.
As this information is missing in experimental data, mathematically, the problem is incomplete.
In SPR, the incomplete problem is tackled by iterative refinement of the parameters. The low
SNR of cryo-EM image together with the incompleteness of data makes the cryo-EM structure
prone to be overfitting. As the parameters cannot be fully determined by the experimental data,
SPR is also an ill-posed problem which requires regularization (75).
In order to determine the parameters for experimental data in respect to a reference model,
three statistical concepts have been applied; maximum cross-correlation (maxCC), maximum
likelihood (ML), and Bayesian statistics. The maxCC method selects the parameters that
maximize the cross-correlation between the particle image and a projection of the reference
model (69–72). However, using maxCC for cryo-EM data that has a low SNR can lead to a
strong model-bias. Alternatively, the ML method can be used as an expectation-maximization
algorithm in SPR by iteratively maximizing the expected log-likelihood of the parameters (76).
The ML estimate is asymptotically unbiased and efficient, however, no cryo-EM data set is large
enough to define a unique solution by the ML method. In the Bayesian method, the experimental
data is supplemented with prior information (smoothness in the reconstructed density) that
facilitates finding a unique solution (75). RELION applies the Bayesian approach by using an
optimal 3D linear filter instead of an ad-hoc value and maximizing the resulting posterior by
applying the objective prior information. Compared to the CC method, the Bayesian approach
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significantly reduces over-fitting of the model parameters, which in turn minimizes the modelbias. RELION has been used most frequently in cryo-EM studies that have generated atomic
resolution models (42, 68).
Structural Heterogeneity and 3D Classification
Although the SPR method assumes homogeneity of the sample, particles in a vitrified ice
may exist in a heterogeneous state. In the limit of pure sample, the heterogeneity indicates
structural variation of the sample caused by the experimental condition such as incubation of
virus with receptors or antibodies, or coexistence of different conformational states of the target
molecule. Therefore, structural heterogeneity is often related to the biological functions of the
target molecule. Averaging the heterogeneous mixtures of the particles smears the densities of
the varying structures. The averaged densities lower the global resolution of 3D reconstructions
or 2D class averages, and obstruct precise interpretation of the resulting map. Retrospectively,
weaker or blurred local densities in a 3D reconstruction (and 2D averaged images) represent
partial occupancies or mixed conformations.
3D classification method provides a powerful tool to sort the heterogeneous structural
states based on a statistical differences (77–79). By comparing all particle images with multiple
3D references, the heterogeneous particles can be classified according to their similarity to the
reference models. The classified particles, in turn, generate new 3D volumes that are used for the
next iteration. As the resolutions of resulting maps improve, the structural variations between the
classes become more distinguishable.
When structural differences are restricted to a small region, the differences in the 2D
projections and particle images might be too small to sort the particles. In that case, an
alternative approach called ‘masked classification with subtraction of residual signal’ can be
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used to enhance a signal for the selected area (80). For the process, after all particles are refined
for a single 3D reconstruction, a small density map corresponding to the selected area can be
generated from a fitted atomic model or a segment of the original 3D reconstruction. Then, the
small density map is subtracted from the original 3D reconstruction that leaves strong densities
for the invariable structural parts. Using predetermined orientations and centers of each particle
image, the strong densities can be aligned and subtracted from the original particle images. After
the subtraction, the signal from the weak densities is enhanced and can be classified. Recently,
Abeyrathne et al. classified ribosome structures formed with the Taura syndrome virus IRES and
translocase eEF2•GTP bound with sordarin into five classes. Four of them were reconstructed at
near atomic resolutions, providing an unprecedented view of eEF2 dynamics (81).
Interpretation of the Cryo-EM Map
Resolution Estimation
In crystallography, the resolution can be defined by measuring concentrated Fourier
components (or diffractions) available for the Fourier synthesis. For cryo-EM single particle
reconstruction, however, different approaches are required because there are no diffractions in
the 2D averaging or 3D reconstruction. Three general approaches are 1) comparing two
independent averages in the Fourier domain, 2) multiple comparison of all the images
participating in the average, and 3) exclusive analyzation of the reconstructed 3D density map
(82). The most common method is #1, which is done by measuring Fourier shell correlation
(FSC) between two maps generated from two half data sets (29, 83). Depending on the level of
independency between the two maps, more specifically how two reference maps are generated
for each half data set, one can apply different FSC cutoff values of 0.143 or 0.5 (complete and
incomplete separation, respectively) to evaluate the resolution (84).
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Due to the low SNR of cryo-EM images, overfitting can exaggerate the resolution of the
cryo-EM reconstruction easily. “Einstein from noise” is a good example, in which one can
generate a model-biased image (e.g. a picture of Einstein) by averaging multiple images of pure
noise (85). Thus, how to evaluate the true resolution of the 3D map has been debated since the
beginning of the field. One of the recent discussions concerning resolution estimation can be
found in regard to the cryo-EM reconstructions of HIV-1 envelope glycoprotein trimer (85–90).
Currently, the so called ‘gold-standard FSCs’ that prevents overfitting by complete separation of
data sets at the beginning of image processing is strongly recommended in the field (91).
Another concept for the resolution of 3D maps is quantifying a local resolution of the
density map by detecting statistically significant 3D local sinusoid of varying wavelength λ
scanning the whole map (92). This local resolution elucidates useful structural information such
as sample heterogeneity and image processing errors. In an icosahedral reconstruction of a virus
structure, symmetry-mismatching components can be found from areas with lower local
resolution.
Atomic Models from Cryo-EM Maps
Correct and accurate measurement of the resolution of the cryo-EM reconstruction is
critical because the structural interpretation of the reconstruction strongly depends on resolution.
As the resolution of the electron density map increases, the structural feature of the map changes
from blobs to electron densities of atomic structures (Fig 2). It is possible to build a main-chain
of the polypeptide chain into the cryo-EM densities of which resolution is higher than 4 Å. when
a resolution of 2 Å is achieved, all side-chains and even the water molecules can be precisely
determined (Fig 2C), which implies that all hydrogen-bonding, including the ones mediated by
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FIGURE 2. Resolution effects on structural models. (A to C) Electron densities were produced at different
resolutions from atomic models corresponding to (A) -helix (PDB ID: 1AOS), (B) -strands (PDB ID: 5LDT), and
(C) DNA double helix (PDB ID: 5T3L) structures. The electron densities are shown in grey mash. The -helix is
depicted by licorice ribbon diagram. The -strands and DNA-backbone are depicted by stick models. DNA bases are
displayed in boxes.
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water molecules, can be identified. This precision provides important information for drug
development.
Before cryo-EM single particle analysis was capable of producing high resolution 3D
maps, atomic models were derived by fitting atomic structures, determined by X-ray or NMR,
into the cryo-EM density maps (93). Many algorithms (e.g. real space and reciprocal space
refinements) were developed and implemented in software, such as EMFIT (94), SITUS (95),
and Chimera (96). This technique has been applied extensively for viral structures, especially to
characterize antibody epitopes on the viral surface residues (97–103). Recently, however, we
have shown that there are significant differences in identified epitopes of the same antibody by a
fitted model and a de novo model (104). Thus, interpretation of fitted atomic models should be
careful and limited.
Currently, with the newly gained ability to process the cryo-EM data to atomic resolution
maps, one can build an atomic model directly into the electron densities (Fig 2). It is widely
believed that at the same resolutions, cryo-EM densities are compatible with or even better than
crystallographic data sets for determining atomic positions accurately since phases and
amplitudes are determined equally well in EM, which seems to compensate for the recovery of
the lost phases of X-ray maps (105). Many software developed for X-ray crystallography have
been modified for the de novo model building of structures into the atomic resolution cryo-EM
maps (105–107). As large biomolecular assemblies are hard to crystallize, this de novo structure
solution with cryo-EM reconstructions is revolutionizing the field.
Issues in the Cryo-EM Field
The field is revolutionizing and current results have almost reached the theoretical limits
imposed by physics. In theory, with perfect images, the size limit of a cryo-specimen for accurate
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determination of the orientation and position is about 38 kDa (51). Currently, the smallest
molecular weight of the cryo-EM reconstruction is about 120 kDa of human γ-secretase (108,
109). The bottleneck is an insufficient image contrast to align the small particles, especially at a
range of low to intermediate resolution. As shown in Fig 1, the image contrast of that range is
attenuated as the defocus level is reduced. Ironically, images should be taken at close to in-focus
to obtain high resolution information. Zernike phase plate has proven to be useful to solve this
problem by producing higher image contrast than conventional cryo-EM at in-focus (110, 111).
In principle, Zernike phase plate can reduce the number of particles required for near-atomic
resolutions by 10-100 fold for proteins (110), however in practice, the technique still need to be
matured since currently use of phase plate results in high B-factors in images (111).
The technical advances in image recording and processing require unprecedented
amounts of data and computing power. The DED datasets are of a size that exceeds terabytes
(TB) easily. According to a recent cryo-EM study, about 130,000 CPU hours or about five to six
full days on a 1000-CPU cluster are required to classify 1.1 million particle images into 15
classes. This study produced eight near-atomic resolution maps of 80S ribosome complexes from
a single data set that revealed a novel molecular mechanism of a viral IRES (81). The need for
huge storage space and high-performance computing clusters has become the bottlenecks for
cryo-EM labs. To address these issues, many labs are now using network attached storage
servers instead of their own local storage devices. In addition, GPUs (graphics processing units)
are being incorporated into the existing programs, which will accelerate computational
workloads.
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Structure Determination of Icosahedral Viruses
Application of cryo-EM single particle analysis has led to the determination of the
molecular structures of many viruses. In addition to the advances in technology, structural
virology researchers have exploited the symmetric structures of the virus capsids by imposing
icosahedral (or helical) symmetry during the 3D reconstruction process. This powerful averaging
effect facilitated determination of high resolution structures of virus capsids. However, although
the virus capsids are symmetrical, it would be preferable to characterize those parts of the
structure that have intrinsic or extrinsic asymmetries. For example, some virus components, such
as the virus genome or certain capsid proteins, are asymmetric. Also, host components bound to
the capsids, such as receptors and antibodies, may not comply with the capsid symmetry.
Icosahedron and Virus Capsids
An icosahedron is a polyhedron with a defined set of exact symmetry elements: six 5-fold
axes, ten 3-fold axes, and fifteen 2-fold axes, which make twelve vertices, twenty faces, and
thirty edges, respectively. The positions of the symmetry elements and their relative orientations
are the landmarks to describe the icosahedral structure (112). Several standard orientations exist
(listed in http://xmipp.cnb.csic.es/twiki/bin/view/Xmipp/Symmetry). One definition locates the
2-fold axes on the x, y, z axes, the front-most 5-fold vertices on the yz-plane and the front-most
3-fold axes on the xz-plane of Cartesian coordinate system, in which an asymmetric unit of an
icosahedron is comprised of a spherical triangle bounded by neighboring fivefold axes ( =
31.7,  = 90.0) and an adjacent threefold axis ( = 20.9,  = 0,0) (Fig 3A) (113).
Formation of an icosahedron can be represented with a flat, hexagonal net (Fig 3B). The
hexagons represent basic hexameric subunits with 6-fold symmetry in which all internal bonds
are identical. To curve the net and generate a closed structure, however, twelve of the hexagons
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should be replaced by pentagons. The pentagons are pentamers that introduce different
environments from the original hexagons. The remnants of the hexagons render nonequivalent
environments (quasi 6-fold symmetry) within the icosahedron. This concept of quasi-equivalence
(3) leads to triangulation number T, which is a geometric and abstract concept to generate
different sizes of icosahedra from the hexagonal net. The triangulation number is expressed by T
= h2 + hk +k2, where h and k define the relationship from one pentamer to the closest neighboring
pentamer in the hexagonal net (Fig 3B). The three vertices of the equilateral triangle formed by
three (h, k) points in Fig 3B are the three adjacent icosahedral 5-fold axes. When the T number
increases (Fig 3 from the pink to the light blue), the equilateral triangle contains more hexagons;
the icosahedron grows larger; and the number of different environments occupied by a subunit
increases.

Fig 3. Orientation angles of icosahedron and constructing icosahedral lattices. (A) The icosahedron is
oriented by Heymann et al. (2005) on 3D-Cartesian coordinate system. The icosahedral 2-fold axes are on x, y,
z axes and the front-most 5-fold axes and 3-fold axes are on the yz-plane and xz-plane, respectively. The
asymmetric unit is marked by a red triangle. A view vector can be represented by the three Euler angles (θ, φ,
ω) (curved arrows). (B) An array of hexagons is the basis for generating the icosahedron. The lattice points (h,
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k) of the hexagonal net represent the positions of pentagons to close an icosahedral shell. T = 1 and T = 7l (l =
laevo, or left handed) are highlighted by the pink and light blue triangles.

In the virus capsids, the positions of the subunits on the hexagonal net often correspond
to the positions of capsomeres, therefore, the T number correlates with the number of the
protomers in an asymmetric unit. For example, canine parvovirus (CPV) VLP capsid is a T = 1
icosahedron and contains only one protomer (VP2 protein) in an asymmetric unit (114). On the
other hand, human papillomavirus (HPV) capsid is a T = 7d [(h, k) = (1, 2), d=dextro, or right
handed] icosahedron and contains six protomers (L1 major protein) in an asymmetric unit (115).
Each L1 protein interacts differently with neighboring L1 proteins although they are chemically
identical.
Imposing and Breaking Icosahedral Symmetry
Applying icosahedral symmetry operators onto the asymmetric unit generates a complete
icosahedron. In theory, an asymmetric 3D reconstruction for a symmetric object is possible. In
reality, however, this leads to symmetry-breaking artifacts in which specific symmetry related
orientations are found dominantly because any non-symmetric noise in the image affects the
probability for assigning symmetry-related Euler angles. Especially, for icosahedral viruses, the
chances are too low to obtain well-distributed orientations for each particle without imposing
icosahedral symmetry. Therefore use of correct symmetry operators usually results in a reliable
reconstruction from noisy data (70).
Many icosahedral virus capsid structures have been solved at atomic resolution by
imposing symmetry operators, which seems to advocate the existence of perfect symmetry. Often
however, icosahedral viruses have components that do not conform with the symmetry rule for
their dynamic functions, for example, the fivefold vertices of adenovirus and bacteriophage
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PRD1 (116, 117) as well as the genome inside of the capsid. Moreover, cellular receptors,
antibodies, or chemical compounds that bind to the icosahedral viruses may not abide by the
symmetry rules either, owing to sub-stoichiometric amounts and flexibility of the molecules. A
binding site near a symmetry axis will also cause a molecule to bind asymmetrically. In such
cases, icosahedral averaging obscures the symmetry-mismatching components, resulting in lost
information from the structures which may be related with molecular mechanisms and functions.
In general, two computational approaches are available to analyze the symmetrymismatching structures. One such approach is called localized reconstruction, which proceeds
after normal icosahedrally averaged refinements by extraction of sub-particle images for 3D
reconstruction of the symmetry-mismatching components (118). Another approach is called
symmetry-mismatch reconstruction, which is performed with additional refinements to determine
a new orientation for each particle among 60 symmetry-related orientations that will be used for
a final asymmetric reconstruction. The latter approach can be improved by subtracting unwanted
densities from the original particle images as explained above for the masked classification with
subtraction of residual signal (119).
Structures of the fivefold vertexes of Kelp fly Virus (118), hexameric RNA packaging
motor of Cystovirus 8 (120), Sec13/31 vertex in native COPII cages, and VP4 spikes on
rotavirus (121) have been solved by the first approach. The second approach has been used in a
large number of studies by many labs. Non-exhaustive examples are: the structures of epsilon15
bacteriophage (122), bacteriophage P22 virion (123), trimeric fiber of human adenovirus (116),
transferrin receptor bound on parvovirus (123), RNA polymerases of bacteriophage 6 (120),
and insect cytoplasmic polyhedrosis virus (118). Both localized reconstruction and symmetrymismatch reconstruction methods are explored in this dissertation.
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Human Papillomavirus Type 16
Importance
Human papillomaviruses (HPVs) are DNA viruses that infect specifically keratinocytes
of the skin or mucous membranes. HPV is easily transmitted by skin-to-skin contact. Although
most HPV infections are asymptomatic, subclinical, and unrecognized, some of them cause skin
or mucous membrane growths (warts) and different types of HPV infection cause warts on
different parts of the body, which can develop into cancers. There are more than 120 distinct
HPV types isolated (124) and more than 40 types can be easily spread through direct sexual
contact. The sexually transmitted HPV types can be grouped into low-risk and high-risk HPVs
depending on their capabilities for inducing cancers. The low-risk types, such as HPV 6 and 11,
do not cause cancer but can cause skin warts. In contrast, high-risk types (including HPV 16 and
HPV 18) are associated with all cervical cancers (more than 90%) and an increasing number of
head and neck cancers (125–127). Cervical cancer is the second most common cancer among
women worldwide (128), with an estimated 450,000 diagnoses and 200,000 deaths each year
(129). Among the high-risk types, HPV16 is the most prevalent and is responsible for
approximately 70% of tumor specimens (130). Current FDA approved vaccines (Gardasil,
Gardasil 9, and Cervarix) are expected to confer lifelong protection against initial infection,
but only for the specific HPV types included in the vaccines.
General Overview
HPV targets epithelial cells in the basal layer of the epithelium. HPV replication is tightly
associated with terminal differentiation of the host cells and regulated by the non-structural
proteins (129). The differentiation-dependent life cycle has hindered characterizations of the
virus for a long time because the virus could not be produced by normal in vitro methods.
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Research was inhibited until alternative forms of virus production were generated such as
making virus-like particles (VLPs) (131), pseudovirions (PsV) (132) and quasivirions (QV)
(133). Native virions can be generated by an organotypic raft culture system that mimics the
natural condition of stratified and differentiated epithelia; however, the method has not been used
broadly due to its low productivity.
HPV has a double stranded circular DNA genome encoding for seven non-structural
proteins (E1 through E7) and two structural proteins (L1 and L2), encapsidated by a large capsid
shell (55 to 60 nm in diameter). The L1 proteins form 72 knob-shaped pentamers (capsomers)
which self-assemble into a T=7d icosahedral capsid structure. The L2 proteins exist inside the
capsomers with varying copy numbers (134). Each capsomer is surrounded by either five
(pentavalent) or six (hexavalent) adjacent capsomers. The 12 pentavalent capsomers are located
on each fivefold vertex of the icosahedron whereas the 60 hexavalent capsomers occupy the rest
of the T=7d icosahedral lattice. Intertwined N- and C-terminal residues of the L1 proteins
connect capsomers. Specifically, the C-terminal residues form a bridge-like structure called the
‘invading arm’. The invading arm allows the formation of disulfide bonds between Cys175 and
Cys428, which is related with maturation of the capsids (135, 136). As the HPV capsid matures,
the diameter of the capsid becomes smaller, therefore, multiple populations of the virus capsids
with different diameters exist in VLP samples (135).
Antigenicity
The core of the capsomer is composed of the antiparallel β-strands BIDG and CHEF that
are connected by surface loops: BC-, EF-, FG-, and HI-loops (137). The surface loops of the five
L1 proteins are intertwined to form the star-shaped morphology of the capsomeric surface and
provide multiple conformational, linear, and neutralizing epitopes (11, 138). In addition to the
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surface loops, the C-terminal arm and the L2 proteins also have linear epitopes that are
recognized by monoclonal neutralizing antibodies (6). It has been shown that the conformational
epitopes on the alternative capsids are indistinguishable from the ones on the native virions. Thus,
the VLPs could have been used as HPV vaccines.
Panels of monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) against different HPV types have been
generated and characterized. Those antibodies are usually type-specific although some of them
have intra- and inter-species cross-reactivity (138). Particularly, most neutralizing antibodies
recognize type-specific conformational epitopes (138). H16.V5 is a HPV16 type-specific
neutralizing mouse monoclonal antibody that is used for the assessment of the integrity and
antigenicity of VLP vaccine products (139). Most antibodies in human sera that are reactive with
intact HPV16 capsids are known to recognize the same or similar epitope as the H16.V5 MAb
(140). Among the surface antigenic loops, FG and HI loops have been identified most to interact
with multiple antibodies, including neutralizing antibodies such as H16.V5.
Neutralization Mechanism
Virus neutralization can be defined as the abrogation of virus infectivity by the
association of antibody with the viral particles. Different neutralization mechanisms exist
depending on several factors, such as binding sites, the valency of binding, the type of
immunoglobulin, and the binding affinity. Different factors work together to exert the
neutralization mechanisms, for example, an overlapping of an epitope with a receptor binding
site results in blocking viral interaction with the receptor; only monovalent antibody interaction
can induce aggregation of the viral capsids by crosslinking; a strong binding affinity of the
antibody might inhibit conformational change of the viral capsids required to infect host cells.
Structural analysis has been successfully used in characterization of the neutralization
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mechanism of MAbs by visualizing the binding mode and mapping the binding sites of the
antibodies (141–145).
Enterovirus 71
Importance
Enterovirus 71 (EV71) is a small RNA virus that belongs to the family of Picornaviridae.
EV71 infection typically causes mild symptoms, including common-cold like syndromes,
hyperginia, and hand-foot and mouth disease (HFMD), which primarily affects children under
the age of 5 years. EV71 infection also can cause severe neurological pathology with high
morbidity and mortality, including polio-like syndrome permanent paralysis. Outbreaks of EV71
infection are reported around the world and epidemics occur mostly in Pacific-Asia regions.
EV71 is recognized as the most important neuron-tropic virus since poliovirus has been nearly
eradicated in most of the world (146), making development of effective vaccines and drugs
against EV71 infection urgent tasks. Detailed structural information is critical to understand the
mechanism of the viral interaction with receptors, antibodies, and drugs.
Structural Features
Several high-resolution structures of the EV71 capsids, including virions, procapsids and
A-particles, have been solved by X-ray crystallography and cryo-EM 3D reconstruction (15,
147–150). Like other picornaviruses, EV71 has a small icosahedral capsid (30 nm in diameter)
composed of 60 copies of each of the four viral proteins, VP1, VP2, VP3, and VP4. The three
large proteins, VP1 through VP3, have wedge-shaped β-barrel structures which comprise most of
the capsid shell. The outer surface of the capsid shell is featured by C-terminal loops connecting
the strains of the β-barrels whereas the inner surface is decorated by the small myristoylated
protein VP4 and long N-terminal extensions of VP1 to VP3 (148–150). The icosahedral fivefold
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vertex has a slight elevation composed of the VP1 loops where basic amino acids form
positively-charged patches. Around the vertex is located a shallow depression, called the
“canyon”, where most of picornavirus entry receptors bind. Beneath the canyon, there is a lipid
moiety called “pocket factor” bound in the hydrophobic core, or “pocket”, separating the two βsheets of VP1 (148–150). Receptor binding to the canyon expels the pocket factor, which, in turn,
results in the collapse of the pocket and initiates the transition of the capsid into an entry
intermediate, called “A-particle”. The structural characterization of the intact virion and empty
capsid contributed to the understanding for how the transition happens in EV71.
EV71 Receptors and PSGL-1
Several cellular receptors for the EV71 have been identified, including scavenger
receptor class B, member 2 (SCARB2) (151)), P-selectin glycoprotein ligand-1 (PSGL-1) (152),
heparin sulfate (153), annexin II (154), sialic acid (SA) (155), and dendritic cell (DC)-specific
ICAM3-grabbing non-integrin (DC-SIGN) (156). SCARB2 is expressed in a wide range of
tissues, including neurons in the central nervous system, and functions as an entry receptor by
inducing EV71 uncoating in a low pH environment (157). PSGL-1 and HS function provide the
initial attachment of EV71 to the cellular surface. Whereas HS is ubiquitously expressed, PSGL1 is only expressed on immune-related cells, such as leukocytes, and plays a critical role in the
tethering and rolling of the leukocytes during inflammation.
EV71 strains can infect non-leukocyte cells (such as RD cells) expressing little or no
PSGL-1, however, only certain EV71 strains can infect leukocytes (such as Jurkat T cells) via a
PSGL-1 dependent manner (158). Based on the capability of EV71 strains to infect leukocytes,
they can be grouped either as PB (PSGL-1 binding) or non-PB strains. This EV71 strain-specific
infection of the leukocytes raises a possibility for a correlation with severe cases of disease,
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although the role of PSGL-1 in EV71 immunopathogenesis remains unclear. Fatal cases of EV71
infection, especially with encephalitis and neurological pulmonary edema, have presented with
elevation of proinflammatory cytokine responses and depletion of CD4+ T cells, CD8+ T cells,
and NK cells (159, 160). In a cynomolgus monkey model, however, cytokine responses were
more evident in non-PB strain-inoculated monkeys than those in PB-strain-inoculated monkeys
(161).
Antigenicity
Serum neutralizing antibody response is crucial for preventing EV71 infection and can be
mediated by vaccine administration. Characterization of neutralizing antibodies, such as
identification of epitopes and neutralization mechanism, is critical for vaccine development. A
previous study has identified multiple linear epitopes on capsid proteins using a series of
peptides spanning the VP1, VP2, and VP3 (162, 163). Conserved neutralizing epitopes were also
identified for both linear [VP1 215-KQEKD-219 (164, 165)] and conformational epitopes [VP3
59P, 62E, and 67A (166)]. Moreover, a neutralizing MAb (nMAb) that preferentially binds an
EV71 procapsid compared to the infectious virion has been characterized (142).
Gao et al. found out that the only IgG epitope located on the VP1 was activated in
recovery phase sera (162). In addition, studies using animal infectious models to develop
vaccines found that majority of neutralizing antibodies were recognizing VP1 epitopes (164,
167–169). A recombinant VP1 protein also has been investigated as an antigen for serodiagnostic
assays of EV71 infection (Shih et al., 2000; Zhou et al., 2008). Although many relevant studies
have focused on VP1, a full characterization of the VP1 epitopes is still required, especially to
identify conformational epitopes recognized by nMAbs.
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Picornavirus Entry
General Overview
Viruses have metastable capsid structures that transform during infectious entry pathway.
The entry processes of non-enveloped viruses are temporally and spatially controlled, and any
deviations from the precise routes may result in failure of infection. As non-enveloped viruses
have no membrane components to merge with cellular membrane, they have to open the host
membranes as well as the virus capsid shells to deliver the viral genome into the cytoplasm of a
target cell. The molecular mechanisms of picornavirus entry have been studied extensively (170),
which are dynamic and diverse among the family members.
The picornavirus capsids undergo conformational transformation initiated by different
mechanisms, such as receptor engagement, acidic condition, or both. For example, under
physiological conditions, receptor binding on poliovirus and coxsackievirus initiates the
transition of the capsid into an entry intermediate form (altered- or A-particle), whereas an acidic
environment alone is sufficient for rhinovirus. In contrast, EV71 requires both receptor
engagement and a low pH (171). The A-particle has a lower density buoyancy (135S) compared
to the infectious virion (160S) in sucrose gradient. The conformational transition also increases
hydrophobicity of the particles, which allows them to bind the host membrane without receptors.
Upon a secondary trigger at a specific location, the A-particle releases the RNA genome and
becomes an empty capsid with a density buoyancy of 80S, the end product of an infectious route.
Structural Features of the A-particle
The A-particles of different picornaviruses have common features. First, pocket factors
beneath the canyon are expelled upon receptor engagement. The expulsion of the lipid moiety is
considered as the initiation of the transformation of the capsid as the empty hydrophobic pocket
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collapses resulting in rigid-body movement of the structural proteins. The A-particles are
globally expanded about 4% compared to the infectious virus. The expansion is irreversible and
the expanded capsid is almost identical with the empty capsid in 3D structure. The expansion
requires physiological temperature as PV remains original capsid size even after it loses pocket
factor upon incubation with excess poliovirus receptors at 4 °C. The N-terminus of VP1 protein
of the A-particle are externalized and can be detected monoclonal antibodies recognizing
sequential epitope of the N-terminal residues. As the residues are predicted to form amphipathic
helix, they are responsible for the increased hydrophobicity and adhesion of the capsid to the
membrane. In addition, small hydrophobic VP4 proteins (7.5 kDa) are released from the capsid
upon A-particle formation. The VP4 is myristoylated at its N-terminus by post-translational
modification (148–150). The released VP4s induces membrane permeability by formation of a
size-selective multimeric pore (172), which is required for genome delivery.
Icosahedral High-Resolution Structures of the A-particle
Until recently, the characterization of the picornavirus A-particle has come from studying
the virus particles that had been made by application of excess receptors, alterations to the buffer
pH, or heat treatment (13, 15, 17, 19, 20, 173–176). In each case, the experimental procedure
induced a stimulus to the entire capsid from all sides, which can be termed “global stimulation.”
For example, the coxsackievirus B3 (CVB3) was incubated with excessive soluble receptors
(coxsackievirus and adenovirus receptor, or CAR) (20); the human rhinovirus 2 (HRV2) was
incubated at pH 5 (13); and the poliovirus and EV71 were heated at 50 °C for 3 mins or 56 °C for
12 mins in isotonic buffers, respectively (15, 176). Indeed, the A-particle of the coxsackievirus
A16 (CVA16) was formed spontaneously during the viral preparation procedure due to changes
in the buffer (18). However, applying global stimulation does not recapitulate a physiological
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situation where the virus interacts with cellular components at a focused, localized site on the
capsid, i.e. in a virus infection receptor binds asymmetrically (see next section). High resolution
3D structures of the globally-stimulated A-particles, or the “classical A-particle (177)”, have
been solved by cryo-EM reconstruction or X-ray crystallography with imposing icosahedral
symmetry or non-crystallographic symmetry, respectively. Although, the symmetry averaging
facilitated acquisition of the high resolution structures, any asymmetric features, if they exist,
were obscured by the averaging effects.
Asymmetric Low-Resolution Structures of the A-particle
Structural characterizations of the A-particle in a more physiologically relevant condition
have been conducted by using lipid membranes to anchor the virions. The lipid membranes with
or without embedded receptors facilitated a localized interaction between the virus and
membranes, that closely recapitulates the situation in an actual virus infection. Cryo-EM single
particle reconstruction or cryo-tomography have been used to solve the 3D structures of the
lipid-bound A-particles. For example, poliovirus was incubated with liposomes decorated with
His-tagged poliovirus receptors (16, 178) and human rhinovirus 2 (HRV2) was incubated with
liposomes at pH 5.4 to induce A-particle formation (179). These previous studies revealed the
asymmetric viral interaction with the receptors and with the lipid membrane as well as a possible
mechanism of RNase-protected RNA transfer. However, previously the 3D structures of the Aparticles were limited to low resolutions, lower than 20 Å, due to the nature of the methods
applied. The low resolutions inhibited detailed interpretations of the asymmetric features of the
A-particles, therefore, a higher resolution 3D structure of the locally-stimulated A-particle is
required to better understand the entry mechanism of the picornavirus in physiological condition.
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Aims of the Dissertation
The work presented in this dissertation consists of studies of icosahedral viruses
interacting the viral receptors, neutralizing antibodies, or antiviral drug compounds, using the
approach of cryo-EM single particle reconstruction methods. Molecular interactions of host
proteins or drugs with the icosahedral viruses have resulted in a mismatch with the icosahedral
symmetry in many cases, therefore, imposing symmetry will interfere with the correct
interpretations of the structure. Different algorithms and methods to characterize the symmetry
mismatch of the components on the icosahedral viruses have been explored.
The structures of the HPV16 QVs and the QVs in complex with Fab molecules generated
from H16.V5 mAbs were investigated to describe the conformational changes of the HPV16
QVs due to a high concentration of particles and the restoration of the structural features after
binding to the Fabs. By using cryo-EM 3D reconstruction and further structural analysis, we
have identified the conformational epitopes of the clinically important neutralizing antibody as
well as its mechanism of the neutralization. In the first studies of this kind, the structures have
been solved for EV71 viruses in complex with a neutralizing antibody, a receptor, and a drug that
were predicted to bind the icosahedral fivefold vertex. The binding site caused a mismatch with
the icosahedral symmetry, therefore, asymmetric approaches were required to interpret properly
the viral interactions with the non-viral components. The picornavirus CVB3 was used to study
the entry intermediate bound triggered by a local interaction with receptor. To provide
asymmetric binding to the receptor and enable single particle reconstruction, full-length receptor
molecules were embedded into small lipid bilayer discs called nanodiscs. The studies presented
in this dissertation took place over six years and during that same time period the cryo-EM field
underwent a rapid transformative progression in hardware and software introduced above.
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Certainly, the experimental results reported and interpreted in these chapters will be able to
demonstrate the advances of the field to the reader.
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CHAPTER 2
A Cryo-Electron Microscopy Study Identifies the Complete H16. V5 Epitope and Reveals
Global Conformational Changes Initiated by Binding of the Neutralizing Antibody
Fragment
Citation: Lee, H., Brendle, S.A., Bywaters, S.M., Guan, J., Ashley, R.E., Yoder, J.D., Makhov,
A.M., Conway, J.F., Christensen, N.D., and Hafenstein, S. (2015). A Cryo-Electron
Microscopy Study Identifies the Complete H16. V5 Epitope and Reveals Global
Conformational Changes Initiated by Binding of the Neutralizing Antibody Fragment. J.
Virol. 89, 1428–1438.
Abstract
Human papillomavirus 16 (HPV16) is a worldwide health threat and an etiologic agent of
cervical cancer. To understand the antigenic properties of HPV16, we pursued a structural study
to elucidate HPV capsids and antibody interactions. The cryo-elec- tron microscopy (cryo-EM)
structures of a mature HPV16 particle and an altered capsid particle were solved individually and
as complexes with fragment of antibody (Fab) from the neutralizing antibody H16.V5. Fitted
crystal structures provided a pseudo- atomic model of the virus-Fab complex, which identified a
precise footprint of H16.V5, including previously unrecognized resi- dues. The altered-capsid–
Fab complex map showed that binding of the Fab induced significant conformational changes
that were not seen in the altered-capsid structure alone. These changes included more ordered
surface loops, consolidated so-called “invading-arm” structures, and tighter intercapsomeric
connections at the capsid floor. The H16.V5 Fab preferentially bound hexavalent capsomers
likely with a stabilizing effect that directly correlated with the number of bound Fabs. Additional
cryo-EM reconstructions of the virus-Fab complex for different incubation times and structural
analysis provide a model for a hyperstabi- lization of the capsomer by H16.V5 Fab and showed
that the Fab distinguishes subtle differences between antigenic sites.
[This article is in appendix A]
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CHAPTER 3
A Strain-Specific Epitope of Enterovirus 71 Identified by Cryo-Electron Microscopy of the
Complex with Fab from Neutralizing Antibody

Citation: Lee, H., Cifuente, J.O., Ashley, R.E., Conway, J.F., Makhov, A.M., Tano, Y., Shimizu,
H., Nishimura, Y., and Hafenstein, S. (2013). A Strain-Specific Epitope of Enterovirus 71
Identified by Cryo-Electron Microscopy of the Complex with Fab from Neutralizing
Antibody. J. Virol. 87, 11363–11370.
Abstract
Enterovirus 71 (EV71) is a picornavirus that causes outbreaks of hand, foot, and mouth disease
(HFMD), primarily in the Asia-Pacific area. Unlike coxsackievirus A16, which also causes
HFMD, EV71 induces severe neuropathology leading to high fatalities, especially among
children under the age of 6 years. Currently, no established vaccines or treatments are available
against EV71 infection. The monoclonal antibody MA28-7 neutralizes only specific strains of
EV71 that have a conserved glycine at amino acid VP1-145, a surface-exposed residue that maps
to the 5-fold vertex and that has been impli- cated in receptor binding. The cryo-electron
microscopy structure of a complex between EV71 and the Fab fragment of MA28-7 shows that
only one Fab fragment occupies each 5-fold vertex. A positively charged patch, which has also
been im- plicated in receptor binding, lies within the Fab footprint. We identify the strainspecific epitope of EV71 and discuss the possible neutralization mechanisms of the antibody.
[This article is in appendix B]
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CHAPTER 4
Cryo-EM structures reveal binding of the PSGL-1 receptor and the antiviral drug NF449
to the 5-fold vertex of the enterovirus 71 capsid

Authors: Hyunwook Lee, Yorihiro Nishimura, James F. Conway, Alexander M. Makhov, Lili
Zhang, Hiroyuki Shimizu, Jeffrey Bergelson, Susan Hafenstein
Abstract
The human enterovirus A71 (EV71) is a major cause of epidemic hand, foot, and mouth
disease; however, infection can also cause severe neurological symptoms such as polio-like
paralysis. Specific EV71 strains bind P-selectin glycoprotein ligand-1 (PSGL-1) expressed on
leukocytes. The suramin derivative NF449 is a potent antiviral drug that prevents EV71
attachment to PSGL-1. Previous studies predicted that both PSGL-1 and NF449 bind to the 5fold vertex of the EV71 capsid. Here, we used cryo-EM to solve the first atomic structures of
EV71 strain 1095, the virus in complex with the PSGL-1 peptide, and the EV71-NF449 drug
complex. Due to the asymmetry of ligand binding, localized reconstructions of subunits were
done to reveal peptide and drug densities. Comparison of previous EV71 atomic structures with
our de novo atomic model of the 1095 strain revealed that the electrostatic potential on the
binding site determines the strain specificity of PSGL-1 binding. The structural analysis has
elucidated the virus-receptor and virus-drug interactions despite the partial occupancy of the
binding site due to steric interference and a probable fast on- and off-rate.
[This article is in appendix C]
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CHAPTER 5
The novel asymmetric entry intermediate of a picornavirus captured with nanodiscs

Citation: Lee, H., Shingler, K.L., Organtini, L.J., Ashley, R.E., Makhov, A.M., Conway, J.F.,
and Hafenstein, S. (2016). The novel asymmetric entry intermediate of a picornavirus
captured with nanodiscs. Sci. Adv. 2, e1501929–e1501929.
Abstract
Many nonenveloped viruses engage host receptors that initiate capsid conformational changes
necessary for genome release. Structural studies on the mechanisms of picornavirus entry have
relied on in vitro approaches of virus incubated at high temperatures or with excess receptor
molecules to trigger the entry intermediate or A-particle. We have induced the coxsackievirus B3
entry intermediate by triggering the virus with full-length receptors embedded in lipid bilayer
nanodiscs. These asymmetrically formed A-particles were reconstructed using cryo-electron
microscopy and a direct electron detector. These first high-resolution structures of a picornavirus
entry intermediate captured at a membrane with and without imposing icosahedral symmetry
(3.9 and 7.8 Å, respectively) revealed a novel A-particle that is markedly different from the
classical A-particles. The asymmetric receptor binding triggers minimal global capsid expansion
but marked local conformational changes at the site of receptor interaction. In addition, viral
proteins extrude from the capsid only at the site of extensive protein remodeling adjacent to the
nanodisc. Thus, the binding of the receptor triggers formation of a unique site in preparation for
genome release.
[This article is in appendix D]
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CHAPTER 6
Discussion
Overview
The transformative advances in Cryo-EM single particle reconstruction have changed the
field of structural biology. Especially with the introduction of the DED camera, Bayesian
statistics, and GPU computing, attaining atomic resolution maps has become nearly routine.
Until recently, the study of icosahedral viruses has led the field of cryo-EM 3D reconstruction as
the large molecular mass and high symmetry of the capsid contributed to overcome the major
problem with the cryo-EM, low contrast images. Ironically, however, the symmetric averaging
which increases the signal of the low contrast image keeps us from seeing asymmetric
components of the viruses that are essential to accomplish biological functions.
The new technologies have enabled cryo-EM reconstructions of low symmetry and
asymmetric macromolecules at atomic resolution, however, asymmetric components within
icosahedral viruses are still difficult to characterize, especially at high resolution. As discussed
previously, it is inefficient and problematic to reconstruct an icosahedron without imposing
icosahedral symmetry and it is difficult to find accurate orientations that align the icosahedron
relative to the small asymmetric components. Thus, more reasonable and reliable way to study
the asymmetric structures is to reverse the imposed symmetry afterwards, which is not trivial.
In this dissertation, we studied three icosahedral viruses that are clinically important and
revealed molecular mechanisms for how those icosahedral virus capsids interact with host
receptors, antibodies, and antiviral drug. In order to accomplish these tasks, we applied various
methods, including segmentation of the icosahedrally averaged densities, localized
reconstruction of sub-volumes, and symmetry-mismatch reconstructions. Each chapter described
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different methods using multiple programs to study the asymmetric structures. Especially, we
have developed a new programming function to use the symmetry-mismatch reconstruction with
a Bayesian method.

Specific Contributions and Future Direction of Each Data Chapter
HPV16 - V5 Fab complex
The cryo-EM analysis of the HPV16 QVs and the virus-Fab complexes showed that the
HPV16 changes its structural conformation of the capsid upon external stimuli. Particularly, the
surface loops and the inter-capsomeric interactions, including the C-terminal invading arms,
were affected. Those structures are related with antigenicity (180), maturation, and stability of
the capsid (135), as well as virus-host interaction (181, 182). Specifically, our structural
characterization elucidated the mechanism of neutralization of HPV16 by H16.V5, i.e. hyperstabilization of the capsomer and capsid. This neutralization mechanism explains the postattachment neutralization activity of H16.V5 antibody and the neutralization activity of the Fab
fragments. As the hyper-stabilization mechanism is related to the epitopes on the intertwined
surface loops, antibodies that bind similarly as H16.V5 are likely to share the same neutralization
mechanism (11).
In the virus-Fab complex map, the two competing Fab molecules bound on the
pentavalent and hexavalent capsomers did not comply with the icosahedral symmetry. The two
Fab densities could not be reconstructed simultaneously by an asymmetric approach because
only one Fab bound on either binding site. Alternatively, a localized reconstruction with 3D
classification might be able to reconstruct the two Fabs separately, however, accurate estimation
of the ratio for each Fab binding would be difficult, if not impossible. Thus, the symmetry-
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mismatching components were characterized by segmenting the icosahedral 3D reconstructions
and comparing the density intensities of the corresponding segments. Furthermore, the results
implied that the H16.V5 Fab molecule was able to recognize the subtle structural differences on
the epitope, which has never been shown before.
Since 1990s, subnanometer resolutions (7-9 Å) were obtained for icosahedral viruses
with FEG-TEM micrographs accompanied by full-CTF correction (183–185). In this chapter,
however, the 3D reconstructions of the HPV16 and HPV16-Fab complex were reconstructed at
10 Å resolution with 14,509 and 3,222 particles, respectively. Both datasets were produced by
the FEG-TEM, and full-CTF corrections were applied. Inspections of the micrographs confirmed
that the Thon rings in the power spectra reached to 7 Å (data not shown). The unsatisfactory
resolutions of the two reconstructions are likely due to the heterogeneous sample in the virus
dataset and the symmetry-mismatching components in the complex dataset.
The heterogeneity of the virus data set was produced by subtle structural differences, not
by varying sizes of the particles as shown in HPV16 VLP (186, 135). If there exist different
states of the conformations instead of random variation, further 3D classification would be able
to sort them out. DED images and adding more particles will be necessary to answer the question
as the subtle differences would be resolvable only at higher resolution. For the virus-Fab
complex map, removing the Fab densities for resolution measurements improved the resolution
by 1-2 Å, depending on masks used for the density removal (data not shown). This confirms that
the averaged Fab densities lowered the global resolution of the map.
In our later study conducted after this chapter, we sorted the same QV16 particles under
normal concentration conditions using a DED data set and Relion 3D-classification method. The
resulting 3D classes showed varying sizes of the particles although the morphology was not as
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dramatically different between the classes (manuscript under review) as shown in the VLP study
(186, 135). This provides an alternative hypothesis for the formation of the altered-capsids.
Instead of our original hypothesis in which the conformational changes were induced by
concentrating the sample, it is also possible that the varying sized particles with conformationally
different structures shrank into homogeneous size under the high concentration condition while
preserving the structural variances. In either case, our structural analysis supports the Fabinduced hyperstabilization of the capsid as a neutralization mechanism of H16.V5.
So far, no X-ray crystallography of the HPV capsids is available. Our results suggest that
such a task may not be possible as the HPV16 QV would change the surface conformation at a
high concentration, which is required for a crystallization of the capsids. Alternatively, the
particles used for crystallization might contain heterogeneous particles although this could be
addressed by inducing maturation of the capsids as done for the VLP (135). Instead of using the
X-ray crystallography, cryo-EM SPR methods using DED micrographs and 3D classification
using HPC clusters provide more efficient way for the atomic resolution 3D structures of HPVs.
The potentials were shown in a recent 3D structure for HPV59 L1-only capsid (182) and our
later study for the HPV16 QV (manuscript under review), both solved at 4-5 Å resolutions.
HPVs have diversified into a large number of genotypes that are also distinct serotypes,
therefore, cross-reactive antibodies targeting conserved residues are critical to improve vaccines.
Understanding of HPV biology at atomic resolution will help develop next generation vaccines.
After this research is published, following studies characterized molecular interactions of more
HPV antibodies by using cryo-EM 3D reconstruction, including U4 antibody that binds the Cterminal arm (6, 11). So far, no structural analysis has been done for HPV16 receptors, such as
heparan sulfate. Understanding the structural mechanism of a receptor binding is critical to
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understand the virus infection mechanism. Besides, high resolution structural information is also
required for L2 proteins. As biological functions of L2 are revealed, the missing information
becomes more critical, i.e. the high resolution 3D structure and the location of the L2 protein
within the capsid. Cryo-EM analysis for HPVs with L2-specific antibodies should help provide
the information.
EV71 - Fab28-7 Complex
In this Chapter, by using the cryo-EM single particle analysis, we have reconstructed the
3D icosahedral and asymmetric map for the EV71-Fab complex and identified the epitope of the
strain-specific neutralizing antibody MA28-7, located at the 5-fold vertex on the capsid surface.
Moreover, the structural analysis elucidated the mechanism of the strain-specific neutralization
of the MA28-7. Such information facilitates developing more effective vaccines. This result
already has been cited in many studies, especially studies on EV71 antigenicity and vaccines
(142, 166, 187–193).
The MA28-7 Fab bound almost vertically across the fivefold vertex. Icosahedral
reconstruction averaged out the Fab densities which were disconnected from the capsid surface
and weak compared to the capsid density because of the partial occupancy. In order to
reconstruct the Fab density fully, an asymmetric approach was needed. When this research was
performed, however, there was no easy way to remove the icosahedral symmetry imposed during
the 3D reconstruction. A complete asymmetric reconstruction with C1 symmetry is likely to fail
because multiple Fabs on the capsid interfere with orientation determination. Masking out Fab
densities to leave only one Fab with the capsid should be able to complement C1 symmetry,
however, we were not capable of doing so at that time. A few groups published their approaches
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to break the icosahedral symmetry with their specific programs, but the provided software was
difficult to configure with our computer system.
For this dataset, EMAN2 “sym-break” option was used, which works slightly different
from the other programs. In other programs, icosahedrally refined centers and orientations are
used and the symmetry-related orientations are calculated for each particle. Instead, EMAN2’s
sym-break projects the reference model for an asymmetric unit first, then propagates the
symmetry-related projections which, in turn, are to be compared with the particle. Both
approaches have the same purpose but start from opposite sides. Theoretically, using only the
sixty symmetry-related orientations for each particle should be more efficient and possibly more
accurate if the icosahedrally refined orientations are accurate already. Nevertheless, the
EMAN2’s sym-break produced an interpretable asymmetric 3D map. After we developed the
RELION patch used in Chapter 5, we tested this dataset with the new program. The result was
almost the same but the reconstruction had smoother surface as usual in RELION outputs.
Alternatively, the localized-reconstruction method could be used to isolate and
reconstruct the vertex region with Fab structure. The algorithm was available then (117),
however, the usage was limited to a licensed program which was not used by common labs.
Currently, the method combined with the RELION program is available and applied in the next
chapter studying ev71-peptid/drug complexes. The result can be improved by using DED images.
It is certain that we can get an atomic resolution structure for the capsid as shown in next chapter.
It is also likely that we can get a high resolution structure, if not atomic resolution, for the Fab
with RELION sym-break algorithm and masking out the unwanted Fab densities. Applying these
advanced technologies will define more precise epitope for the MA28-7 and improve our
interpretation of the antibody interaction with the capsid.
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EV71 in Complex with PSGL-1 Peptide or NF449 Drug
The 3D maps of the EV71 capsid structure, alone or in complex with PSGL-1 peptide or
drug NF449, were reconstructed at near-atomic resolutions (3.6 – 4.0 Å). Regardless of the high
resolution of the complex maps, molecular structures of neither the peptide nor the drug bound
on the 5-fold vertices were observed. Strong noisy densities on the vertices were found only prior
to a sharpening process of the maps. Our docking models support that the noisy densities are
generated from icosahedral averaging imposed on the asymmetrically bound molecules. Low
number of molecules (less than twelve) bound on the capsids further reduced the averaged
density intensities.
In cryo-EM SPR analysis, it is always challenging to differentiate small molecules from
noise. During an imposition of the icosahedral symmetry, the most severe averaging occurs
around the 5-fold axis, which can result in deterioration of the structure and enhancement of the
noise. The asymmetric bindings of the PSGL-1 peptide and NF449 drug were expected as their
binding sites were predicted on the 5-fold vertex region (194). As shown in the previous chapter,
molecules that bind across or close to the symmetric axis sterically hinder the binding of the
other symmetry-related molecules. Furthermore, the single peptide (or drug) binding on each
vertex implies heterogeneous particles since each vertex would interact with the molecule
differently.
An asymmetric reconstruction used in the previous chapter could not be applied because
the bound molecules were too small to orient the whole particle accordingly. Thus, we used a
localized reconstruction approach to extract the vertices from the original particles. By doing so,
we could examine each vertex individually. After 3D classification of the vertices for the three
datasets, we were able to differentiate vertices that have extra densities at the fivefold axis from
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vertices that do not have the extra densities. By comparing with a control (virus), we concluded
that the extra densities are likely to be generated by the bound molecules. However, there was an
alternative cause for the two different classes: the vertex images in the center-filled class could
have been extracted from noisier micrographs. To test, the hypothesis, we traced down the
origins of each vertex image in both classes. Our inspection confirmed that the vertex images
extracted from a single particle or a single micrograph participated in both classes depending on
the similarity with each class reference, therefore, the two 3D classes represent the two different
states of the vertex. Lowering the C5 symmetry imposed in the localized reconstructions yielded
uninterpretable maps, likely due to insufficient number of particles.
Based on the low occupancy of the molecules, we hypothesized fast on-/off-rates of
PSGL-1 and NF449 binding to EV71 capsids. PSGL-1 expressed on leukocytes interacts with
selectins on the endothelial cells and provides initial attachments (195). The measured Kon and
Koff for P-selectin dissociating from the PSGL-1 is ~(1-4) x106 M-1s-1 and ~1.4 s-1, respectively,
resulting in equilibrium affinity Kd of ~0.3-1.5 µM (196, 197). The rapidly reversible interactions
of selectins with glycosylated ligands mediate leukocyte rolling (195).
Binding affinities of the EV71 receptors, including the PSGL-1 and HS, against the
capsid have not been determined yet. The exact binding site of the HS also has yet to be solved.
As both molecules are negatively charged and bind to the same location and serve as initial
attachment receptors for EV71, it is possible that they have similar binding mechanism with the
fast on-/off-rate. Finally, if the hypothesis is true, modification of the NF449 structure that slows
down the dissociation of NF449 from the capsid will enhance the efficacy of the drug.
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CVB3-CAR-Nanodisc Complex
For over a decade, the picornavirus field has been searching for a realistic representation
of the entry intermediate. So far, only a few studies used liposomes to provide a local interaction
with lipid membrane to the A-particles (16, 178, 179). In those studies, cryo-EM SPR or
tomography reconstructed low resolution 3D maps for the A-particles attached directly or via
receptors to the liposomes. The low resolutions of the maps, which inhibited an accurate
interpretation of the structures, were mainly due to the large sizes of the liposomes. The
liposomes were so large that they occupied too much space in a micrograph, and within a thin
vitreous ice, most of the A-particles were aligned side by side with the liposomes. Therefore,
both the number of particles in a micrograph and the orientation of the particles were limited,
which in turn, resulted in the low resolution maps.
In this study, we used the full-length CAR-embedded nanodisc to provide a local
interaction of the receptor for the CVB3. The 12-nm lipid bilayer platform successfully solved
both problems. Examination of the cryo-EM micrographs however revealed that the virus
particles were interacting with different numbers of nanodiscs. Using Relion 3D-classification
method we were able to select only the particles with a single nanodisc attached, and subsequent
3D reconstruction provided a map for structural analysis. Indeed, the icosahedral reconstruction
with high quality DED images generated the first de novo atomic model of the locally-induced
A-particle structure. Moreover, we identified the amino acid residues in the capsid proteins that
contact the RNA genome. Previous studies that showed capsid-genome interactions of the Aparticles were based on the global-stimulation and icosahedral-averaging (13, 18). Our results
first showed local differences of the protein-RNA interaction in the A-particle capsid. The result
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was used in Chapter 4 to explain how the capsid-genome interaction changes during the capsid
transition.
The prior information that the CVB3-CAR-nanodisc complex is asymmetric yielded two
different approaches. By imposing the icosahedral symmetry, we were able to retrieve
information for the global structure of the locally-stimulated A-particle. The result was
astonishing because the A-particle was not expanded as shown in all other studies. Explicitly, our
atomic resolution icosahedral map demonstrated that the A-particle did not change as much as
everyone thought it would. More critical information came after when we broke the icosahedral
symmetry since the icosahedral map had still concealed asymmetric features caused by the
locally-bound nanodisc.
First, a C1 reconstruction was performed from scratch using RELION, however, the
resulting map remained above 10 Å resolution and was not interpretable in detail (data not
shown). Nevertheless, we were able to confirm that the capsid had weak densities around one of
the 3-fold symmetry axes. Visual inspection suggested that the area seemed to have threefold
symmetry although we did not impose any symmetries. We concluded that the C1 refinement
was stuck by a local minimum in the orientation probabilities generated by the slight threefold
symmetry, resulting in the low resolution map. Thus, we decided to proceed with the alternative
approach using the “sym-break” function as done in Chapter 3.
In our preliminary test, RELION produced a superior icosahedral reconstruction of the Aparticle compared to another programs; AUTO3DEM, a specialized program for icosahedral
reconstruction (198), and EMAN2, one of the well-established cryo-EM image processing suites
(70). Although both AUTO3DEM and EMAN2 already supported built-in functions to break the
icosahedral symmetry, those functions were not compatible for RELION. Thus, we developed a
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C++ patching code “sym_break” that performed the symmetry-relaxing function within the
RELION process (Appendix E). Applying the “sym_break” function improved the resolution of
the asymmetric reconstruction and determined the asymmetric features better at the receptor
engaged site.
Although the symmetry relaxation method improved the asymmetric map, the particles
used in the reconstruction were still heterogeneous, as shown by the multiple 3D classes. As a
result, some structural components were not clearly resolved. For example, the cryo-EM
densities for the pocket factor and VP4 proteins were weak and fuzzy instead of being binary. To
define those structures more clearly, more vigorous classification of the particles is necessary,
which in turn requires significantly greater number of particles. The externalized N-terminus
VP1 that attaches the capsid to the membrane also should be resolved better. Although we found
2 classes that have extruding densities from the pseudo 3-fold axis, the resolutions of the 3D
classes were not good enough to validate the density. It is likely that the size of the nanodisc was
not large enough to capture all externalized N-terminus VP1 so that the non-captured peptides
fluttered outside of the capsid. Using a larger size of nanodisc, which can be achieved by using
different membrane scaffolding proteins (199, 200), would capture those externalized peptides
and present the peptide structures better and might reveal what triggers the release of the RNA
into the cell.
A critical question from this study is about the authenticity of the novel A-particle. Is it a
true entry intermediate that is ready to release the genome or is it an early entry intermediate
which will eventually transform into the classic A-particle? This question might be answered by
further molecular biology experiments, for example, test for genome release from the locallystimulated A-particle. If it does release the genome, what is the residual particle going to look
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like? Would it be different from the 80S particle? Answers for those questions will confirm the
authenticity of our novel A-particle.

Final Comments
In this dissertation, different icosahedral virus structures were studied by using the cryoEM single particle analysis. The achieved resolutions in the early and later chapters were
significantly contrasted (Fig 4), demonstrating the recent breakthroughs in the field by the
application of DED cameras and Bayesian approach. Now, the cryo-EM analysis has advanced
to the level of the X-ray crystallography with an advantage that the vitrified specimen is closer to
the native condition than the crystalline form. This changed the whole field of structural biology.
Atomic and near-atomic resolution cryo-EM maps are being produced routinely, revealing
unprecedented conformational states of biological macromolecules and elucidating novel
molecular mechanisms.
The icosahedral symmetry imposed by biochemical properties of the capsid proteins has
been explored to solve the 3D structures of virus capsids. It was a compelling experience to work
with icosahedral viruses, the mathematical beauty of its symmetry and the complicated but
simple chemical/physical rules to assemble basic blocks into a huge ball. It was worth to spend
years to understand and master them for single particle analysis. The power of the icosahedral
symmetry is manifested in which just a few hundreds of virus particles can produce reliable 3D
maps at intermediate resolutions and a few tens of thousands lead to near-atomic resolution maps
(Fig 4). The imposed icosahedral symmetry, however, sometimes misled our interpretation of the
structures, owing to the traditional (and wrong) assumption that each capsid displays a perfect
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symmetry. Realization of the true structure required advanced approaches and significant efforts,
however, the results paid off with novel findings hidden by the averaged electron densities.
Combining the new cryo-EM technologies with versatile symmetry operations opened
new area of the structural virology that we can now study efficiently the asymmetric features of
the icosahedral viruses. In this dissertation, we have employed mainly two different approaches:
First, we used the symmetry relaxing method for EV71-FAB28-7 complex and CVB3-CARnanodisc complex. Two different programs, EMAN2 and RELION with our C++ patch, were
used for each study. Both studies produced valuable results that elucidated physiologically more
relevant picornavirus entry-intermediate. Next, for small molecules bound on the EV71 capsid,
we extracted sub-regions of the particle image to break the icosahedral symmetry. The localized
reconstruction showed a first 3D structure of EV71 in complex with the receptor peptide as well
as with the NF449 drug.
High resolution asymmetric 3D structures will be solved for more viruses in different
states of their life cycles and will elucidate new molecular mechanisms of the virus infection and
neutralization at an atomic level. The new structures will improve our understanding of the virus
life cycle and provide new blueprints to serve as a starting point for designing new vaccines and
targeting new antivirals. The results presented in this dissertation demonstrated the current state
of the field of structural virology and the approaches used here are not limited to the icosahedral
symmetry. The variety of symmetries existing in biological molecules and assemblies can be
examined effectively by using these methods. The field has just entered a new era and many
biological phenomena are still vague at an atomic level. Icosahedral viruses have been leading
the field by exploiting the symmetric nature and there are still rooms to improve as we started to
see more asymmetries in the symmetry.
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FIGURE 4. Advances in cryo-EM single particle analysis. The 3D reconstructions produced during my PhD
period illustrate the changes over the past six years.
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APPENDIX E
“sym-break” patch for Relion
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INTRODUCTION
This is a brief introduction for the “sym_break” patch for the Relion source code. The
purpose of this C++ patch is to incorporate a new function into the Relion program (ver. 1.4) that
enables searching for only specific orientations of each particle. The specific orientations are to
be calculated from any symmetry operators given by the user.
A simplified scheme of the Relion refinement program (ml_optimiser.cpp) runs as
follows:
1. Parsing the command options.
2. Initialization of the parameter settings.
3. Expectation for comparison of the particle image with the reference projection.
4. Maximization for reconstructing a 3D map.
5. Repetition of the (3) and (4) until the map converges.
6. Finalization of the process.
The function “sym_break” intercepts the step (1), (2), and (3) to take the optional inputs
and control the orientation search process by limiting the search orientations to the sixty
symmetry-related orientations calculated from previous icosahedral refinement results.
PATCH SCRIPT
The individual patch scripts with headings one through thirteen inserted in the Relion
functions are explained below. The Relion functions are indicated by [class:function], followed
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by a short introduction. The line numbers at the beginning of the source code are indicated for
each block of code. Some miscellaneous details are not included here, such as declaring variables.
[MlOptimiser::parseContinue]
This function parses the input commands for continuation of the refinement and stores the
parameters into the corresponding variables.
1) Lines were added to take the option flag “--break_symmetry” for sym_break process.
178

if (parser.checkOption("--break_symmetry", "Search for symmetry-related
orientations?"))
{
do_sym_break = true;
sampling.fn_sym = parser.getOption("--sym", "Symmetry group", "c1");
}
else
do_sym_break = false;
do_sym_break = false;
If the --break_symmetry flag is supplied, then the do_sym_break variable stores a
boolean value of 'true'. The original symmetry used in a previous 3D refinement must be
provided with the “--sym” flag.
2) Relion output map is filtered according to SSNR of the map by default. In the filtered
maps, the signal components of the maps are modified, mostly attenuated for high
resolution range. In order to measure FSC, unfiltered maps are needed. To resolve the
issue, an additional option is included that generates the unfiltered maps for sym-break
outputs.

317

make_unfiltered = parser.checkOption("--unfiltered_maps", "Generate unfiltered maps to
calculate FSC for sharpening after sym-break");
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if (make_unfiltered)
{
do_use_all_data = true;
}

[MlOptimiser::parseInitial]
This Relion function parses the input commands for the initial iteration and stores the parameters
into the corresponding variables.
3) Same as 1).
375

do_sym_break = parser.checkOption("--break_symmetry", "Search for symmetry-related
orientations?");

[MlOptimiser::write]
This function generates the output star files after each iteration.
4) By default, after each round BILD files are generated writing the orientational
distribution of each class and angular distributions. The option is disabled because the
corresponding information is not generated with the sym_break option.
706

bool do_write_bild = !(do_skip_align || do_skip_rotate || do_sym_break);

[MlOptimiser::initialiseGeneral]
This function initializes settings for the refinement process.
5) The user-provided symmetry is stored in '.old_sym'. The value in '.fn_sym' is replaced by
“C1”. This variable keeps the symmetry information that is used throughout the
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refinement process. Therefore, by storing C1 in ‘.fn_sym’, all following processes work
for C1, no symmetry.
896

if (do_sym_break)
{
sampling.old_sym = sampling.fn_sym;
sampling.fn_sym = "C1";
}

6) The 'sym_break' option is applied during the initialization of the sampling object, which
sets prior mode and fills matrix for translations and rotations inside the sampling object.
The sampling.initialise calls for the 'initialise' function in 7).
1028 sampling.initialise(mymodel.orientational_prior_mode, mymodel.ref_dim,
mymodel.data_dim == 3, do_sym_break);

[HealpixSampling::initialise] in “healpix_sampling.cpp”
This function initializes the sampling object.
7) A transformation matrix for the user-provided symmetry is calculated and stored in
'old_repository'.
74

if (is_sym_break)
{
SymList iSL;
iSL.isSymmetryGroup(old_sym, old_pgGroup, old_pgOrder);
iSL.read_sym_file(old_sym);
Matrix2D<DOUBLE> L(4, 4), R(4, 4);
Matrix2D<DOUBLE> Identity(3,3);
Identity.initIdentity();
R_old_repository.clear();
L_old_repository.clear();
R_old_repository.push_back(Identity);
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L_old_repository.push_back(Identity);
for (int isym = 0; isym < iSL.SymsNo(); isym++)
{
iSL.get_matrices(isym, L, R);
R.resize(3, 3);
L.resize(3, 3);
R_old_repository.push_back(R);
L_old_repository.push_back(L);
}
}

[MlOptimiser::initialiseGeneral]
8) The information for orientation and translation of the sampling object is nullified.
1053 if (do_skip_align || do_skip_rotate || do_sym_break)
{
mymodel.orientational_prior_mode = NOPRIOR;
sampling.orientational_prior_mode = NOPRIOR;
adaptive_oversampling = 0;
sampling.perturbation_factor = 0.;
sampling.random_perturbation = 0.;
sampling.addOneOrientation(0.,0.,0., true);
directions_have_changed = true;
if (do_skip_align || do_sym_break)
{
DOUBLE dummy=0.;
sampling.addOneTranslation(dummy, dummy, dummy, true);
do_shifts_onthefly = false;
}
}

9) The direction arrays for the probability distribution function in 'mymodel' object should
be resized according to the stored matrix in 8).
1076 if (do_sym_break) mymodel.initialisePdfDirection(sampling.R_old_repository.size());
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[MlOptimiser::expectationSomeParticles]
This function performs the comparison of the particles with the reference model.
10) Here the pre-determined translations and orientations for each particle are stored in the
'sampling' object, which were initialized in 8).
1842 if (do_skip_align || do_skip_rotate || do_sym_break)
{
bool do_clear = (ori_part_id == my_first_ori_particle);
if (do_skip_align || do_sym_break)
{
DOUBLE my_old_offset_x, my_old_offset_y, my_old_offset_z;
DOUBLE rounded_offset_x, rounded_offset_y, rounded_offset_z;
my_old_offset_x = DIRECT_A2D_ELEM(exp_metadata, exp_nr_images,
METADATA_XOFF);
my_old_offset_y = DIRECT_A2D_ELEM(exp_metadata, exp_nr_images,
METADATA_YOFF);
rounded_offset_x = my_old_offset_x - ROUND(my_old_offset_x);
rounded_offset_y = my_old_offset_y - ROUND(my_old_offset_y);
if (mymodel.data_dim == 3)
{
my_old_offset_z = DIRECT_A2D_ELEM(exp_metadata,
exp_nr_images, METADATA_ZOFF);
rounded_offset_z = my_old_offset_z - ROUND(my_old_offset_z);
}
sampling.addOneTranslation(rounded_offset_x, rounded_offset_y,
rounded_offset_z, do_clear);
}
DOUBLE old_rot, old_tilt, old_psi;
old_rot = DIRECT_A2D_ELEM(exp_metadata, exp_nr_images,
METADATA_ROT);
old_tilt = DIRECT_A2D_ELEM(exp_metadata, exp_nr_images,
METADATA_TILT);
old_psi = DIRECT_A2D_ELEM(exp_metadata, exp_nr_images,
METADATA_PSI);
sampling.addOneOrientation(old_rot, old_tilt, old_psi, do_clear);
}
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[MlOptimiser::getFourierTransformsAndCtfs]
This function applies the Fourier Transfom and CTF to the model prior to comparison with the
particle image.
11) The lines below are skipped for the 'sym_break', which set prior probability information
to the 'sampling' object.
2795 if (mymodel.orientational_prior_mode != NOPRIOR && !(do_skip_align ||
do_skip_rotate || do_sym_break))
{
DOUBLE prior_rot = DIRECT_A2D_ELEM(exp_metadata, metadata_offset +
ipart, METADATA_ROT_PRIOR);
DOUBLE prior_tilt = DIRECT_A2D_ELEM(exp_metadata, metadata_offset +
ipart, METADATA_TILT_PRIOR);
DOUBLE prior_psi = DIRECT_A2D_ELEM(exp_metadata, metadata_offset +
ipart, METADATA_PSI_PRIOR);
if (prior_rot > 998.99 && prior_rot < 999.01)
prior_rot = DIRECT_A2D_ELEM(exp_metadata, metadata_offset + ipart,
METADATA_ROT);
if (prior_tilt > 998.99 && prior_tilt < 999.01)
prior_tilt = DIRECT_A2D_ELEM(exp_metadata, metadata_offset + ipart,
METADATA_TILT);
if (prior_psi > 998.99 && prior_psi < 999.01)
prior_psi = DIRECT_A2D_ELEM(exp_metadata, metadata_offset + ipart,
METADATA_PSI);
sampling.selectOrientationsWithNonZeroPriorProbability(prior_rot, prior_tilt,
prior_psi, sqrt(mymodel.sigma2_rot), sqrt(mymodel.sigma2_tilt),
sqrt(mymodel.sigma2_psi), exp_pointer_dir_nonzeroprior, exp_directions_prior,
exp_pointer_psi_nonzeroprior, exp_psi_prior);
long int nr_orients = sampling.NrDirections(0, &exp_pointer_dir_nonzeroprior)
* sampling.NrPsiSamplings(0, &exp_pointer_psi_nonzeroprior);
if (nr_orients == 0)
{
std::cerr << " sampling.NrDirections()= " << sampling.NrDirections(0,
&exp_pointer_dir_nonzeroprior)<< " sampling.NrPsiSamplings()= " <<
sampling.NrPsiSamplings(0, &exp_pointer_psi_nonzeroprior) <<
std::endl;
REPORT_ERROR("Zero orientations fall within the local angular search.
Increase the sigma-value(s) on the orientations!");
}}
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12) Here the orientations in 'sampling' object is multiplied according to the old symmetry.
2828 if (do_sym_break)
{
DOUBLE old_rot = DIRECT_A2D_ELEM(exp_metadata, metadata_offset +
ipart, METADATA_ROT);
DOUBLE old_tilt = DIRECT_A2D_ELEM(exp_metadata, metadata_offset +
ipart, METADATA_TILT);
DOUBLE old_psi = DIRECT_A2D_ELEM(exp_metadata, metadata_offset +
ipart, METADATA_PSI);
Matrix2D<DOUBLE> A;
DOUBLE sym_rot, sym_tilt, sym_psi;
for (int j = 1; j < sampling.R_old_repository.size(); j++)
{
Euler_angles2matrix(old_rot, old_tilt, old_psi, A);
A = A * sampling.R_old_repository[j];
Euler_matrix2angles(A, sym_rot, sym_tilt, sym_psi);
sampling.addOneOrientation(sym_rot, sym_tilt, sym_psi, false);
}
}

[MlOptimiser::getAllSquaredDifferences]
This function calculates the differences between the particle image and the model projection.
13) Set the variable for translation to 1 as sym_break keeps the original center of each image.
3421 long int exp_nr_trans = (do_skip_align || do_sym_break) ? 1 :
sampling.NrTranslationalSamplings();

PROGRAM EXECUTION
1) The execution of the function can be done by adding “--break_symmetry --always_cc”
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with the normal Relion command options. The “--always_cc” flag can be removed for the
ML method. It is recommended to use a low number for “--tau2_fudge” flag to slow
down the resolution increase during the iterations. The function works for multiple 3D
models given by “--K number”.
<Example>
`which relion_refine_mpi` --o OutputName –i InputStarFile --particle_diameter XXX -angpix X.XX --ref ReferenceModel --ini_high XX --firstiter_cc --ctf --iter XX -tau2_fudge 1 --K X --flatten_solvent --zero_mask MaskFile --sym XX --norm --scale -break_symmetry --always_cc
2) The running can be continued as a regular Relion continuation. Both “--sym” and “-break_symmetry” flags are required.
<Example>
`which relion_refine_mpi` --o Output --continue Input --iter XX --tau2_fudge X --sym
XX --break_symmetry
NOTES
In order to generate an initial model of which particle orientation is randomly selected
among the symmetry-related orientations, one can randomize the orientations, then produce a 3D
map with C1 symmetry in Relion. The randomization of the orientations of the particles can be
done by running the python script “relion_localized_reconstruction.py” with “--randomize”
option (121).
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Then, an asymmetric 3D map can be produced by runnning the following command:
relion_reconstruct --i INPUT.star --o OUTPUT.mrc --angpix X.XXX --ctf --maxres X --sym C1.
Currently, the function does not work for gold-standard FSC method. It’s in the future
plan.
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